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Abstract

Recently the computerization of the higher education progresses rapidly in Japan. A variety of WEB services are developed, and improve the usefulness of user such as students and faculty members. There are ever-increasing amount of web services. Developing the framework that cooperates between the WEB services, and offering it are important. As for the cooperation of the WEB services, the research and development are advanced as WEBSSO (WEB Single Signe On). We also develop the framework that cooperates between the WEB services and verify it. In addition, the demand on the cooperation interorganizational the WEB services are increase in these days. Such cooperation is called federation. Therefore, a new framework different from existing WebSSO architecture is needed. So, this study proposes the new model of the authentication and authorization. We achieve the federation by using OSS middleware Shibboleth that is developed at Internet2. However, the function is insufficient only the Shibboleth. Then, we have enhanced the Shibboleth. In addition, to verify the effectiveness of federation based on the management of the authentication and authorization, a prototype environment was constructed. The federation model is verified on the experimental environment.
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Introduction

Informatization is advancing rapidly in higher education facilities in Japan. The ever-increasing amount of web services such as course registration system, library system, a LMS (Learning Management System) has been introduced. On the other hand, managing several services appropriately for user is becoming a problem. For example, the user has to manage more than one set of user ID and password, generating a need to unify those user accounts. This has made very important to develop and offer a framework that coordinates each WEB service, encouraging the research and development of WEBSSO (WEB Single Signe On) that is a framework to liaison between the WEB services (Kanenishi et al., 2006).

In addition, the request for the cooperation among WEB services (credit transfer system, sharing of electronic educational materials) is increasing in these days. Servicing beyond organization is called Federation. Up to now, Federation has the related standard like SAML (SAML, Id-FF), however, it does not have its own standardization and a clear definition. Therefore, a new framework different from existing WebSSO architecture is needed. It is also necessary to strictly correspond to user’s management and to share the authentication information among several organizations. For example, the library system can be used by other universities by achieving interorganizational federation. This does not mean that the public service is used. The students at other universities are treated just like the students at the own university. Adaptive management of the authentication and authorization is necessary to achieve the federation.

This study proposes a new model for authentication and authorization to realize Federation in higher education institutions. We achieve Federation by
using OSS middleware Shibboleth developed by Internet2 (Shibboleth). However, the Shibboleth still cannot provide sufficient functions.

For the Federation, personal information provider and service provider should cooperate appropriately. The policies should be exchanged among both providers beforehand and data (personal information) should be dynamically exchanged based on these policies. Processing such as switching service between student and teacher becomes possible at the stage of the authentication. Management function of the authorization information is not enough in the current Shibboleth. Therefore, we have enhanced that function of Shibboleth (Kanenishi et al., 2007).

To verify the effectiveness of the Federation, the management function of authentication and authorization, a prototype environment was constructed. Two or more WEB service servers and a personal information server were constructed as the experimental environment then the Federation model was verified on the environment. We confirm the certain effectiveness by indicating that the authentication and authorization continued to function normally based on this model.

1 Realization of federation during WEB service

The cooperation of Web services by SSO mainly using the authentication infrastructure has advanced because of the introduction of Web Services to the university. As a result, it became clear that the higher educational facilities lack the aspect of sharing information among the internal departments. Here, we describe the model of the cooperation among the information systems at the university. The cooperation of the information systems operated at the university on WEB basis can be achieved by offering the following three kinds of functions:

1. Management of personal information
2. Management of authentication information
3. Management of cooperation among services

The function 1 and 2 are on the server side that manages and offers the authentication information and function 3 is on the general web server side that offers service. User’s browser exists besides these functions. SSO in the organization is achieved by these three functions.

At present SSO at the university, there are a lot of cases where functions 1 and 2 are undifferentiated. Recently, the idea of personal information management (Identity Management : IdM) is accepted widely. The IdM distinguishes the data base containing original record of personal information from the data base containing account information and the idea of IdM dynamically generates account information. Function 1 indicates the operation of the data base that stores the personal information managed by the student affairs section and a personnel section. Function 2 is an authentication infrastructure (mostly LDAP Service) generated from function 1, and also a function of authentication information management to check whether a user has been authenticated to the WEB service for SSO. Function 3 is implemented on various WEB server sides. Each WEB server does not manage the authentication information by itself and it requires the function to manage the authentication information working in concert with SSO server. The authentication information is managed among SSO server, WEB server and user's browsers. When a user moves among WEB services, the user does not have to input the password each time because the SSO server maintains authentication information during fixed time. In this way it is possible to assume SSO model within a single organization. However, this model cannot be applied directly to SSO among the universities. The model should be enhanced. We describe how to coordinate WEB services among the universities and realize Federation below.

The distinction between authorization and authentication, in addition to the function 1, 2 and 3, is important for realization of the Federation.

The authentication information management is to temporarily store the information whether the user is certified. Of course, managing authentication information is the essential function of SSO. On the other hand, higher educational facilities consist of several groups provided different attributes such as teachers, students and staff. In the service among different universities these attributes are complexly intertwined (i.e. a student of X University and a faculty member of Y University). The contents of the service provided by a system differ depending on the attributes. For instance, the e-Learning service provided is quite different depending on if the user logged in as a teacher or as a student.

In fact, the contents of the service are decided depending on attribute information. A framework for unifying the management of the attributes and for sharing the attribute information is necessary to realize dynamic authorization management. For instance, a student has the same attribute as a student in the library system or in the course registration system. The desire to unify the management of authorization information sharable among the systems is caused. Attribute information is personal information and it is possible to manage intensively by LADP server. Authorization is decided on the WEB service side based on the attribute information. The WEB service side decides on authorization from some personal
individual attributes in case of the authorization for the service provided only for the student taking the class of X experiment. Therefore, it is necessary to define the protocol to transmit the individual attribute among WEB server, SSO server and the browser in Federation.

In many higher educational facilities, a lot of WEB services are working now and of course, the existing system doesn't assume Federation. Therefore, a framework to share individual attribute among WEB services and decide authorization dynamically is not implemented. The individual attribute (authorization information itself) is stored on the WEB server. It is difficult to realize the Federation in disregard for the existing systems. When a user want to built in the existing systems, it is necessary to convert the unified user ID to the unique ID of each WEB service on the WEB server. This process of the conversion is important. To realize SSO the IDs are unified in the organization. On the other hand, the existing service is being operated by original user ID before the introduction of the unified ID. It's difficult to unify user IDs and renew the system operation.

We propose the two methods that enable to cooperate with the existing system on Federation as follows. One is a method that stores the individual information on each WEB services (authorization information) in the individual attribute of the authentication infrastructure (like LDAP server) (Fujiwara, 2007). The other is a method that converts the authorization information sent from the SSO server inside the WEB service. In that case, it is preferable to mount transducer function on the WEB server like a conversion server than to mount it on each WEB services.

The first method is feasible by increasing the entry of the database of the authentication infrastructure without changing the frame of Federation. The second method requires changing the frame in the WEB service. However, there is a lot of flexibility on the WEB service side. In this paper, we propose a method to enhance the WEB service.

2 Federation using Shibboleth

Shibboleth is a middleware of the open source to realize framework of Federation between the WEB services for higher educational facilities developed in Internet2 project. The Federation among the universities based on Shibboleth has realized in Switzerland (SWITCH), Finland (Linden, 2005) and United Kingdom (UK Access Management Federation).

Shibboleth is developed based on SAML as OASIS standard, and is open source middleware that offers solid security and Federation. Federation in Shibboleth is realized by two modules, IdP (Identity Provider) and SP (Service Provider). The source codes of IdP and SP are open to the public by Shibboleth project of Internet2. IdP is implemented by Java and runs on Tomcat WEB server. SP is developed by C++, however, there are other implementations. IdP is equivalent to authentication information management agent. IdP cooperates with LDAP servers and takes charge of managing authentication information in each organization. IdP is required to use the database such as LDAP as a repository of per-

![Figure 1: Outline of Shibboleth and Federation.](image-url)
personal information. SP corresponds to Service Provider agent and correspond one-to-one with WEB server that provides service called resource. SP usually runs with the same server as WEB server. The outline of Shibboleth is shown in Figure 1.

Shibboleth can put WAYF (Where are you from server) if necessary. WAYF bridges between SP and IdP. Concretely, HTTP access redirects from SP to WAYF. WAYF shows a list of IdPs. The user chooses an IdP where her/his authentication information is registered from the list of IdPs. There is another redirection to the chosen IdP from WAYF. Because it is assumed that several IdPs exist in framework of Federation, the WAYF lead to IdP in Shibboleth. WAYF is defined as the specification but it not included in a distribution. The user will implement WAYF for oneself.

First, the user accesses WEB service from a browser in Shibboleth. On the WEB server, SP redirects http access to IdP through WAYF. IdP certifies the user’s authorization. An input screen of the user ID and password is generally shown on a browser. The result of the authentication is stored temporarily, and, in the meanwhile SSO becomes possible. After authentication, IdP acquires individual attribute from LDAP. IdP also correspond to TLS. In the future, authentication by PKI will be more popular than by password entry.

IdP notifies SP of an authentication result. The XML format called “handle” is used for the communication between SP and IdP. SP receives the handle then requests attribute information to IdP. At that time, attribute information is exchanged between IdP and SP according to the policy described beforehand (AAP,ARP). The policy defines the SP corresponding to IdP and the limitation of disclosure of the personal attribute. SP also defines what kind of attribute information should be requested to which IdP. A policy can control authorization partially. If attribute information is not transmitted to SP from IdP even if the authentication is approved, the WEB service cannot decide the authorization. As a result, it cannot start the service actually. Thus, it is possible for the IdP side to control the servicing providing side. When there are no specific problems, the individual attribute is sent to SP from IdP on a request from SP. SP transmit the authentication result and individual attribute to the WEB server. WEB server start to provide the service based on the received information.

When the user moves to new WEB service, the handle is exchanged between the destination SP and IdP. User’s previous authentication information has been stored in IdP. It is transmitted to SP that the user is already certified. In this way, SSO is carried out. A user does not have to entry password every time changing the services.

In Shibboleth, each WEB service is required to synchronize with SP. Therefore, it is necessary to change the program in an authentication part of WEB service.

3 Control of authorization by individual attributes conversion

3.1 Consideration of a method for authorization control

The conversion of individual attributes is necessary to achieve flexible Federation. There are two methods. One is to process the conversion on the IdP side and the other is to process the conversion on the SP side.

We think a conversion on the SP agent side is desirable and attempt to expand the SP agent. Management of authorization is primarily the matter on the side offering the service. Then it is not desirable to put individual information possessed by the servicing side on the IdP side. Moreover, there is a problem with putting authorization information on the personal information repository in other universities.

Therefore, we prepare a conversion server for converting the individual attributes. This conversion server cooperates with a SP agent and rewrites the individual attribute. We assume that more than one WEB services are operated in the organization. An individual attribute conversion server can be shared in the single organization. The administrator’s load of management increases because the number of individual-attribute conversion servers increases. The administrator of WEB service defines a rewriting rule for the individual attribute on the organization’s own conversion server. Then the SP agent is connected with the individual-attribute conversion server. The SP agent and the conversion server cooperate so that the individual attribute of each WEB service might be converted appropriately. Preparing the individual-information conversion server makes it easy to shift existing WEB service to Federation.

3.2 Add the conversion server

We describe the extension method for SP as follows: The outline of extension is shown on figure 2.

We propose the individual-attribute conversion server MICS (Mapping Information Control Server) for conversion of the real individual attribute in this expansion. So it is necessary to make the SP agent communicate with MICS. It necessary to extend SP in Shibboleth as our research is based on Shibboleth. SP can be changed directly, however, whenever SP is upgraded, SP has to be changed. Considering the actual operation, the method of changing SP directly is not practical. Therefore, instead of directly chang-
ing SP we adopt the method to hook data temporary at the phase of the data delivery between SP and WEB server. The interface that gives authentication and attribute information to WEB service exists in SP. An authentication result and attribute information are delivered via this interface. Therefore an entry point for connecting MICS is made at the interface. The information is converted just before the data is conveyed to the WEB service.

Concretely, we modified the authentication module of WEB service. The authentication part is a library form for Shibboleth in a great number of WEB services. Therefore, the cooperation with MICS can be realized by improving this library. In this experimental environment, we focused on Moodle (LMS system) as a target WEB service. Then we changed the authentication library of PHP for Moodle and realized communication function with MICS.

We implemented MICS as an independent server. We assumed to cooperate with more than one SP in the organization and made the function of conversion become independent as a server. MICS was implemented by Ruby in this experimental environment. An administrator of the WEB service defines the procedure of conversion beforehand with the rule based formula. The administrator defines the rule expressed by XML format on MICS. An example of a conversion rule is shown in figure 3. Currently, a regular expression is adopted to describe the conversion rule.

The administrator of WEB server grasps the contents of the individual attribute exchanged between IdP and WEB server. The conversion rule that we assume consists of the condition clause and the action. If the condition is satisfied, the action is carried out. When the data satisfied the condition is sent (this condition is the combination of the name of individual attribute and its value), then MICS converts the value. The action does not only convert but also add and delete the attribute value. For example, when a student of X University receives WEB service provided by Y University, Y University firstly gets the individual attribute from IdP of X University. Next, MICS of B University collates the value of “University Name” and “User Account” in the condition clause of the conversion rule, and converts the value of the account to “x_user”. In this example, all users of X University are integrated into the account of “x_user” in the server of Y University. Such operation will be carried out to judge if the student is a user of A University (it is not necessary to distinguish an individual user).

An example of the converted individual attribute is shown in Figure 2. This example shows the converted data sent to the WEB server on MICS. This
One server (Celeron D, 3.20GHz, 512Mbyte, Vine Linux) was prepared for IdP and OpenLADP in the experimental environment. There is only one IdP server, therefore, WAYF of simple type was prepared in the same server as IdP. Two Moodle servers (Pentium 4, 1.4GHz, 256Mbyte, Vine Linux and CentOS) were prepared as WEB service. The Moodle server and SP run on each WEB server. SP extended to work in conjunction with MICS. A server (Celeron D, 3.20GHz, 512Mbyte, Vine Linux) for MICS and some PCs (Core 2 Duo, 2.66GHz, 2Gbyte, Windows XP) were prepared. The framework of Federation was verified by this configuration. First, we experimented on whether the user could log in. The user’s authentication information is managed by one IdP server, and the user should be able to login by the same user ID and password to two Moodle servers. As a result, the all user could log in two Moodle servers without any problem.

Next, we attempted to convert the individual attribute by MICS. The user tried to connect to two Moodle servers and we checked whether user ID was converted. As a result, we examined whether user was able to log on with different authorizations of administrator and guest. Individual attribute will be converted based on the conversion rule defined on MICS beforehand. As a result of the experiment, the user was able to log on to each Moodle server using single user ID. In addition, the user was able to log on with different authorizations such as administrator and guest.

We confirmed that MICS could be converted without any problem.

The experiment on the simultaneous access by approximately 100 users was also conducted. In this experiment a large number of simultaneous logins were generated by the program, however, any significant delay was not caused for login.

4.2 Consideration

We checked the operation of the system and conducted a simple load experiment.

There were basically no problems with both check and experiment. Although we were concerned about more than hundred simultaneous accesses to IdP, there were no serious problem by the access concen-
tration. However, because IdP is based on Tomcat, the load is a concern when login concentrates simultaneously. Because this problem largely depends on the hardware, it will be possible to handle.

OPenID (OPENID) also offers SSO. However correspondence to security is not always enough in OPenID. The way of cooperation during organization like a university is not also clear.

CAS is also the framework which achieves SSO (CAS). However, CAS targets SSO in the organization. CAS dose not describe the Federation. Pubcookie is in the same frame as CAS (Pubcookie). Architecture is the same as CAS. Implementation is only different.

Several software vendors provide SSO frameworks (ADFS, Icewall SSO, Sun Java System Access Manager). These frameworks offer general-purpose Fedearion. These are not most suitable as Federation for higher educational facilities. It is important to consider the Federation in the higher education organization.

5 Conclusion

This paper described a framework of Federation aiming at WEB service cooperation among the universities. The more the number of WEB services increase, the more the necessity of cooperation beyond the boundary of each university will increase. The establishment of the Federation technology is highly expected.

For achieving Federation, this paper indicated the importance of the management of authorization information as well as the sharing of authentication information. Then, we described that it was possible to achieve the management of authorization by exchanging individual attributes in Federation. In addition, we proposed to convert individual attributes to realize a flexible system. The flexibility of Federation increases by adding the function of converting individual attributes.

We constructed an experimental environment by using Shibboleth that was the middleware of open source. In the experimental environment, the proposed conversion function of the individual attribute was implemented. The result of verification confirmed that the cooperation of the system ran correctly in the experimental environment. Constant effectiveness was confirmed about the proposed method.

In future we plan to introduce Federation into The University of Tokushima based on the proposed method.
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